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Abstract

�
To further efforts in medium energy gamma-ray detector design, the goal of this
thesis period was to model a new type of Compton Telescope for nuclear astro-
physics. This involved defining several 3D detector geometry models, simulating
far field point source fluxes, and analyzing the results for angular resolution, ef-
fective area, and mean area per kilogram of detector. As a prerequisite task, a
new Monte Carlo analysis program called MEGAlib was installed at CESR (Cen-
ter for Study of Space Radiation, Toulouse, France) to complete the modeling
and will be available for future simulation work.

The principal investigation was expanding the field of view (FOV) by a factor of
2 to 10 to increase the exposure (observation time multiplied by effective area)
and fulfil angular resolution requirements without increasing detector size and
mass. A very wide FOV (i.e. 4π) telescope would be exposed to every source
at once for longer time, instead of looking at few sources with larger effective
areas for shorter observation times. Using MEGAlib, three different detector
configurations were modeled. A two-plate classical (similar to COMPTEL), a
more compact five-plate stack, and a new six-plate omnidirectional cube geome-
try. Different detector plate sizes were tested at zenith angles from 0-90° degrees
to evaluate off-axis performance. All configurations had similar on-axis angular
resolutions (3°) but the new cube configuration had a larger mean effective area
exposed to the whole sky, 17 cm2 compared to 14 cm2 of the next best geometry.
However, it also had a mass nearly two times larger, giving the stack geometry
the best exposed area to mass ratio. Because the stack geometry had surprisingly
good off-axis effective area and was significantly lighter, it is possible that the
large FOV concept could be applied to it by opening both its top and bottom to
the sky (normally the bottom is shielded and faces the spacecraft) and using the
low effective area side regions as feeds for electronics.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Astronomy: From Visible to Invisible

The word astronomy evokes many varied mental images, concepts, and even emotions
in different people. Ancient civilizations from Babylon in the Middle East to the Incas
and Mayas in South America have attached great social and religious significance to the
study of the cycles of the stars and other heavenly bodies. Most school age children will
learn something of the great ancient astronomers like Galileo and the great battleground
between science and the religious establishment of the day over the location of the
earth - both literal and figurative - within our solar system and in the cosmos.

Those delving a bit deeper will recognize names such as Nicholas Copernicus and Jo-
hannes Kepler, whose painstakingly accurate observations of the movement of the stars
and planets laid the groundwork for much modern physics and astronomy theory and
practice. Today, the better known buzzword when referring to the study of phenom-
ena in the universe is astrophysics, which takes traditional astronomy to a new level
of complexity and prominence in the public discourse. While most aren’t interested in
the search for the latest subatomic particle, nearly all have an opinion on the origin of
the universe and the debate over the big bang. Indeed many astrophysicists are keen
part-time philosophers and are often the most keen to ask the never ending question:
“Why?”

Perhaps what much of common sense knowledge of astronomy assumes is that we are
mainly interested in what we can physically see with the help of magnification. The
light we see with our naked eye is today only a tiny fraction of what scientists and
physicists look for when observing the universe. Light, as we experience it in everyday
life, is simply composed of energy in the form of photons which happens to fall within
what we refer to as the “visible” portion of the electromagnetic spectrum.

The x-rays that we receive when we break a bone or visit the dentist are composed of
exactly the same photons that enter our eye to allow us to read the morning newspaper.
The only - albeit extremely important - difference is in their wavelength, which is
inversely proportional to their energy. Likewise, the microwaves used in transmitting
television signals or the radio waves which our car antennas and radio players convert
to music and voice blasting from our car speakers, is all simply energy in the form of
photons which comes from different parts of the electromagnetic spectrum. This thesis
concerns itself with the high energy, short wavelength photons we know as gamma-rays
(γ-rays) on the extreme edge of this spectrum.
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1.2 Challenge of Gamma-ray Astronomy

Visible light is relatively straight-forward to capture in an image: even everyday digital
cameras have a set of lenses which focus incoming light onto the surface of a CCD
(Charge Coupled Device) chip. Photons interacting with the surface of the CCD will
be gathered, multiplied, and converted into electric charge which can be collected and
measured. The cumulative charge and its location on the CCD grid - where each grid
point is known as a pixel - caused by incoming light is recorded and from this we
recreate an image in digital form. The biggest concerns are noise in the electronics
and making sure the optics (lenses or mirrors) are focused and aligned and that any
distortions are corrected for.

All the assumptions we take for granted with visible light: that it will refract when
passing through a focusing lens, or reflect off of a mirror surface, and that it will stop
at the surface of the CCD, do not hold at gamma-ray level energies. This is because
gamma-rays interact with matter in a completely different way. The region we are
interested in for “medium energy” gamma-ray astronomy (approximately 200 keV to
5 MeV1) attenuates photons with the highest probability through Compton scattering.
Any lower energies, toward the x-ray band, would be more likely to attenuate through
the photoelectric effect, while at higher energies pair production would be most proba-
ble. Compton scattering is probabilistic, which means a photon passing through matter
with an energy in our range will most likely interact with the matter after having passed
through a certain distance (which happens to be 2.5 cm for Germanium at 511 keV).
This means it has the possibility of interacting after 1 mm, or passing straight through
even a thick slab of material. Because of this, gamma-ray interactions are especially
hard to control, which is what makes detection of gamma-ray photons so challenging.

That said, astronomy in the low to medium gamma-ray energy band is an essential
tool for studying rich astrophysical phenomena such as nucleosynthesis and cosmic ray
physics. Electron-positron annihilation radiation at 511 keV has been examined to learn
the distribution and origin of positron creation near the galactic center [1]. No one is
quite sure where positrons are created, and how far they propagate before annihilating,
making it a fundamental area of interest. Nuclear lines of the 56Ni →56Co →56Fe
decay sequence (most importantly 56Co at 847 keV) are key markers of nucleosynthesis
activity inside Type Ia supernovae [2]. Studying the gamma-ray line emissions allows
us a glimpse into the combustion processes inside of the supernovae. Asymmetric

1An electron volt (eV) is the unit of energy equal to 1.602× 10−19J . The prefixes ’k’ and ’M’ used
throughout are the standard SI designation for kilo (103) and mega (103) .
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distribution of 26Al observed at 1.8 MeV was used to help determine the spiral shape
of our galaxy [3]. These are just a few examples of the ways that studying gamma-ray
line emissions can greatly enhance our knowledge of the universe.

To more accurately study these and many other processes, we need constantly im-
proving instrument designs which satisfy increasingly demanding requirements. The
foremost need is high sensitivity, and secondarily good angular and spectral resolution.
Space agencies and governments that fund satellite projects ask for lower weight and
more compact designs and lower costs. The design of gamma-ray instruments must
take into account technological limitations in terms of semiconductor technology, tim-
ing capabilities of electronics, and cooling requirements. Also, a difficult balance must
be struck between slowly improving current, proven technology and risking innova-
tive new techniques to achieve a breakthrough in sensitivity. Limited public interest
and governmental support is present, and the reality of limited funding means study of
medium energy gamma-rays must compete against more scientifically and publicly pop-
ular goals such as studying dark energy and dark matter, interplanetary exploration,
and the search for exoplanets.

A particularly difficult challenge posed by gamma-ray astronomy - and therefore in
designing and analyzing gamma-ray telescopes - is background radiation composed
of photons, protons, electrons, positrons, and nuclei whose flux is one to two orders
of magnitude stronger than the source we want to observe. This background can
originate in space, the earth, or the spacecraft itself. In the medium energy range, the
atomic cross section (for the area dominated by Compton scattering) is at a minimum,
requiring more detector mass to cause interactions compared to neighboring energy
bands. The number of catalogued sources is also vastly inferior to the X-ray and very
high energy gamma-ray bands. For satellites in low earth orbit (LEO2), the earth’s
albedo flux and the south Atlantic anomaly (SAA3) further contribute to background,
although the van Allen belts also provide shielding against galactic radiation. In a
highly elliptical orbits (HEO4) the trapped particles (mainly protons and electrons) in
the van Allen belts themselves cause problems, and orbits outside of them no longer
benefit from their shielding. There is no ideal orbit and each has its own advantages
and disadvantages.

2Approximately 200-1000 km altitude.
3The SSA is a region of the southern Atlantic over which the earth’s radiation belts come closest

to the surface, often affecting low altitude satellites.
4Have a low-altitude perigee and an apogee greater than 35,786 km, which is the geostationary

orbit altitude.
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1.3 Gamma-ray Telescope Techniques

What instrumental techniques are currently used to combat these challenges and pro-
duce a sensitive, high angular resolution detector? There are three main instrumen-
tal approaches to nuclear gamma-ray astronomy: geometric (coded masks), quantum
(Compton telescopes), and wave optics (focusing lenses) (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Three main gamma-ray instrumental techniques: coded mask, wave op-
tics, and Compton scattering. (Image from von Ballmoos, 2005 [4])

1. Coded mask instruments work by having two parallel plates, one a sensitive de-
tector and the other a patterned “mask” which has certain sections open for
photons to pass through. The other sections are comprised of dense, high z value
material to completely stop incoming rays. A known pattern is thus projected
onto the sensitive plate, and by comparing this with the detected pattern a source
angle can be found. The main disadvantage, as with all gamma-ray telescopes,
is background noise, which increases with the square root of detector area. Since
effective area increases proportionally to detector surface area, this means total
sensitivity increases with the square root of surface area. The only way to in-
crease sensitivity then, other than better energy resolution in the material itself,
is by having a larger detector area. Currently, this technique is used by the
instrument SPI (Spectrometre INTEGRAL) on the European Space Agency’s
INTEGRAL observatory (International Gamma-Ray Astrophysics Laboratory),
whose mission has been extended to the end of 2012. Since INTEGRAL, limited
development of this concept for the range above 200 keV has continued.
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2. Using wave optics, such as a Laue lens, to focus gamma-rays as one does visible
light in an optical telescope, has been made possible recently through advanced re-
search in crystal composites [5]. Balloon flights for the Laue lens project CLAIRE
were conducted by scientists from CESR in 2000 and 2001 [6]. While promising,
especially for weak, compact sources requiring very high angular resolution and
sensitivity, the focusing concept still needs time and resources to mature, and
may in fact be best suited as an addition to a gamma-ray Compton telescope.

3. The third method, a telescope utilizing the properties of Compton scattering,
has received much attention - particularly by NASA funded projects - over the
past decade. The deposited energies and positions of Compton scattering and
photoelectric effects are recorded in a detector and calculated angles are back-
projected onto the sky to find source positions. Semiconductor technology now
allows spatial resolutions of < 1mm and energy resolution < 0.2% with Ger-
manium semiconductors and event timings of only a few nanoseconds for fast
scintillators. A main difference for a Compton telescope versus a coded mask is
flexibility in geometric configuration, which is the principal exploration of this
paper. Coded mask instruments have 2 parallel planes (one the mask, one the
absorber) which can be varied in surface area and offset distance from each other.
A Compton telescope has many configuration possibilities and, as will be shown,
can be designed to view nearly the entire sky (4π) at the same time, thereby
increasing sensitivity without increasing mass.

1.4 Background on Gamma-ray Telescopes

Before any new study is started in earnest, a survey of past proposals and constructions
of gamma-ray telescopes is appropriate. Development of Compton imagers that began
in the 1950’s, with a resurgence and focus on astronomy in the 1970’s, led to the
development of COMPTEL, the Imaging Compton Telescope aboard NASA’s Compton
Gamma Ray Observatory (Figure 2).

COMPTEL surveyed the gamma-ray sky very successfully during the 1990’s, and in
the intervening decade since its end of life, strong efforts in Compton imaging instru-
ments have continued. The most comprehensive study of the past decade has been the
Advanced Compton Telescope (ACT, Figure 3), a large American-based collaboration
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Figure 2: NASA’s Compton Gamma Ray Observatory, containing COMPTEL
which measured medium energy gamma rays during the 1990’s (image
©NASA).

which was selected as one of NASA’s “Vision Missions” in 2005 [7]. Currently the ACT
team’s main efforts are additionally focused on developing a similar instrument called
the Nuclear Compton Telescope (NCT), which has already undergone multiple balloon
tests [8].

Figure 3: Advanced Compton Telescope (ACT) proposal for Germanium-Silicon
Compton Telescope [7].

The groundwork for these comprehensive, well-developed studies has been ongoing for
over 10 years to further research in an energy range rich in astronomical interest. That
they have not yet been selected for a major mission by either NASA or ESA shows
just how difficult and time consuming Compton telescope development is to carry out
and “sell.” It took COMPTEL 13.5 years from the time a multinational COMPTEL-
collaboration was formed until it actually launched into space [9].
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Thus, using past efforts as a reference, a few areas have been isolated for possible
improvement. Compton telescopes rely on thick (generally 3 cm to 4 cm) Bismuth
Germanate scintillator (BGO) shields to stop background radiation from entering the
detector from the bottom and sides (i.e., outside the field of view). This background
originates from space, the earth’s albedo (in LEO), and the spacecraft itself. Elimina-
tion of a bulky BGO shield could significantly reduce total satellite mass. For example,
ACT’s instrumental mass (including anticoincidence shield and cryogenic cooling) was
planned for 1303 kg, but in comparison the BGO shield alone was 1081 kg. Key design
choices could largely eliminate the need for this shield mass, a first possibility being
the selection of a high earth (HEO) or Lagrange point (L2) orbit away from earth’s
albedo. While this may enhance the cosmic background with respect to an instrument
in LEO - which is partly protected from cosmic radiation by the van Allen belts - by
positioning the detector on a boom away from the spacecraft and opening up the FOV
to the entire sky, a net gain in sensitivity would still be achieved. Without a BGO
to shield the sides of the detector, a design choice would be to accept the additional
background in exchange for a much larger FOV. A small radiation shield for protecting
against spacecraft generated background and a thin (several mm) plastic scintillator
acting as a veto shield would be sufficient to reject events due to charged particles.

Size and cost must also be deliberately kept small. ACT had a projected budget of
$760m (€600m in fiscal year 2004), and was categorized by NASA as a likely $1b class
mission, comparable in size and cost to Fermi (previous name, GLAST). This scale
of project is extremely hard to build support for and launch, as for every launched
telescope there are dozens of well researched proposals that do not. A smaller, more
flexible mission in terms of launcher size requirements and broader capability might be
the most effective way to “sell” a medium energy gamma-ray observatory. An example
would be both a Compton detector for broad all-sky coverage and an additional gamma-
ray focusing lens to pinpoint high-interest sources - building on [10].

Because of the direct increase in sensitivity due to larger FOV, it is possible that
a smaller, more compact, and less expensive telescope with an “all-sky” FOV could
achieve equivalent or better sensitivities than much larger detectors. A smaller detec-
tor reduces background, which varies with the square root of area (i.e. mass). Typical
FOV’s for current Compton telescopes are on the order of 60° or 0.25π str in terms of
solid angle. A detector geometry open to the whole sky could cover 3.5π str, a solid
angle 14 times greater. Even assuming the all-sky telescope had half the sensitivity
for a certain observation time, the gain in solid angle would theoretically calculate to
an overall sensitivity increase of Gsens = 14/2/

√
14 = 1.9, where background increases
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with the square root of both FOV and exposure time. In this work, the parame-
ters studied were FOV, effective area, and angular resolution, which can be analyzed
independently of sensitivity.

1.5 Structure of Thesis

The improvement of Compton telescope design is the topic addressed in this thesis.
Specifically, the question to be answered is: “Can changing the geometric configuration
of detector plates improve angular resolution and effective area?” To answer this
question, the rest of this thesis documents the research done toward the optimization
of a Compton telescope geometry. In chapter 2, a basic introduction to Compton
scattering is given, including how it is used in software to reconstruct the original
direction of the gamma-ray photon based on the location and charge of deposited
energy in the detector. The Monte Carlo software MEGAlib which was used for all the
simulations is introduced in chapter 3.

The results are given and discussed in chapter 4. The initial studies of material selec-
tion, detector plate thickness, and chosen configuration are detailed in section 4.1. A
more realistic design is then implemented in section 4.2, which takes into account find-
ings from the initial study and adds a more detailed analysis in terms of all-sky coverage
capability and incorporates some passive mass to make the model more realistic.

Finally, some conclusions and perspectives are given in chapter 5. A flow diagram of
the MEGAlib software is found in Appendix A, and samples of the code written during
the course of the thesis are found in Appendix B. A significant amount of time and
effort was invested in writing, editing, debugging, and modifying the simulation code,
which is difficult to get across in the written form of this paper. Therefore examples
of the most relevant final forms of the code are included as reference.
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2 Review of Physics for Compton Telescopes as De-
tectors

Here are reviewed the foundational physics of Compton scattering and the main pa-
rameters to judge the performance of a Compton telescope.

2.1 Compton Scattering

Compton scattering, the effect dominating in the range of approximately 200 keV
to 5 MeV (for medium to high z materials), is the scattering of a gamma-ray after
interacting with an electron from the atomic shell of an atom in the absorbing material.
Any photon scatter angle from 0-180° is possible, with a recoil electron receiving a
fraction of the gamma-ray’s energy and leaving its orbital shell. The standard Compton
scattering formula gives a clear relationship between the photon scatter angle (ϕ) and
energy before (E) and after (E ′) a Compton scatter event:

cosϕ = 1−mec
2
( 1
E ′
− 1
E

)
(1)

where mec
2 is the electron energy, which is assumed at rest. If a Compton event is

followed by photoabsorption in the same detector and the energies and positions are
measured, ϕ will constrain the source direction to an event cone in the sky (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Compton event cone which can be traced back onto the sky through
Compton formula reconstruction.

If the scattered electron were tracked, the azimuthal angle would further constrain the
source to a small section of the cone. In semiconductor Compton detectors this is not
usually done. Instead, many event circles are projected onto a 2D sky map, and the
source is identified by the point where the event circles intersect.
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In addition, the standard Klein-Nishina formula below gives us a differential scattering
cross section dσ/dΩ and predicts the angular distribution of the scattered gamma ray:

dσ
dΩ = Z·r2

0
1

2 · [1 + α(1− cosϕ)]2

[
1 + cos2 ϕ+ α2(1− cosϕ)2

[1 + α(1− cosϕ)]

]
(2)

where α = E/mec
2, r0 is the classical electron radius (e2/mec), and Z is the atomic

number of the absorbing material. The cross section increases linearly with Z since it
is a function of electron scattering targets available.

2.2 Reconstruction of Compton Events

Use of the general Compton formula (Eq.1) makes idealistic assumptions that very
seldom hold in Compton telescopes: the full energy is deposited in the detector, the
correct ordering of the events is known, and no uncertainties (such as Doppler broad-
ening, §2.4) take place. Apart from known spatial and energy resolution uncertainties
(both of which contribute to angular uncertainty), there can be any number (generally
nine or less for Germanium at 1 MeV) of Compton events which, because of limited
detector timings, cannot be correctly ordered without additional assumptions.

Figure 5: Multiple Compton Angles

It is also always possible for a gamma-
ray to escape even after multiple scatters
and not deposit its total energy, and recoil
electrons are not generally tracked. Other
events like Bremsstrahlung, Rayleigh
scattering, and pair production further
complicate any analysis. Additionally, at
energies below ~5 MeV, electrons cannot
be considered at rest and the resulting
Doppler broadening of the scattered spec-
trum must be taken into account.

Some methods can be used to smartly constrain the many free and ambiguous variables.
If at least three photo peak events are recorded in the detector (three Compton or two
Compton plus photoelectric), a comparison can be made between the geometrically
and kinetically derived scatter angle [11]. Figure 5 illustrates the problem with three
events and an ambiguous order (six possibilities). By assigning an order and applying
the Compton equation to this configuration, solving for the middle angle ϕl shows it is
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a function of only the energy loss at the middle event (El) and the gamma-ray energy
after the second event (El+):

cosϕkinl = 1−mec
2
(

1
El+
− 1
El + El+

)
(3)

where the superscript kin denotes it is kinematically derived as a function of energies.
The middle angle ϕl can also be derived geometrically:

cosϕgeol = ~gk · ~gl
|~gk| |~gl|

(4)

where ~gk is the position vector between Ek and El (energies deposited at each event
site), and ~gl is the vector between El and Em. The difference between these two
independent calculations of ϕl is called the dϕ criterion, where dϕl = ϕkinl − ϕgeol .
Essentially, it tells how similar the angle calculated with respect to energy and with
respect to geometry is calculated, and uses this difference as a quality factor. A perfect
energy and spatial reconstruction would cause dϕl to approach zero. If the order had
been determined correctly and all the energies and positions were known, we would
still expect dϕl to be small, dependent on the spatial and angular resolutions. If the
incorrect order were assumed, dϕ would become very large and immediately suggest an
incorrect ordering. The two variables can be minimized using a least-squares statistic
to form a Compton quality factor ([11] and [12]):

QC,Classic = 1
N − 2

N−1∑
i=2

(
cosϕkini − cosϕ

geo
i

)2

∆cos2ϕkini −∆cos2ϕgeoi
(5)

where N is the total number of events and ∆cos2ϕkini and ∆cos2ϕgeoi are measure-
ment uncertainties calculated via Gaussian error propagation. The quality factor QC

is calculated for each of the possible N ! configurations and, depending on the algo-
rithm, there can either be weighing or the lowest value is simply chosen as the likeliest
configuration.

2.3 Performance Parameters

The most important performance characteristic of a Compton telescope (or indeed
any gamma-ray telescope) is sensitivity. Measured in ph/cm2/s and usually quoted
for 3σ values and in observation time of Tobs = 106 s (about two weeks), this tells
the minimum detectable flux achieved by a telescope, defining the source types that
can be observed. Importantly, this implies that area and time are equal contributors
to sensitivity, so gain in either is equivalent. Two types of sensitivity measures exist,
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Figure 6: Representation of Compton scattering event, scattering angle ϕ, and
event cone for one Compton cone (left) and then for multiple (right).

narrow line and continuum. Narrow line sensitivity has the units mentioned above and
is the most commonly mentioned. Continuum sensitivity has units of ph/cm2/s/MeV
as it is divided by energy, thus summing the photons in a particular energy band. The
major gamma-ray telescope of the 1990’s, COMPTEL, achieved narrow line sensitivities
on the order of 3 x 10−5 ph/cm2/s at 1 MeV for 106 s [13]. Looking to the future,
however, sensitivities of several 10−7 ph/cm2/s are required near 1 MeV for 106 s
observation time [9]. This is similar to the satellite Fermi’s sensitivity at higher energies
(above 100 MeV). For the purpose of this work, which is meant specifically to test the
effect of geometrical configuration on effective area and angular resolution, sensitivity
is not directly studied.

The second most important characteristic is angular resolution, which becomes very
important when viewing compact sources such as novae (arc seconds) and electron-
positron annihilation in AGN’s (arc seconds to arc minutes). Unlike optical telescopes,
it is very important to note angular resolution is affected directly by energy and spatial
resolution in the detectors.

When projecting event circles, there is a quantity defined by the angular distance
between the projected circle and the true source position (for instance, the center of a
galaxy being observed), called the Angular Resolution Measure (ARM):

ARM = ϕ− ϕ̄ (6)

where ϕ is the angle calculated from the Compton formula, and ϕ̄ is the known angle
of a source (Figure 6 left). Since each backprojected photon has its own event circle,
when multiple event circles are plotted together (Figure 6 right) eventually a whole
set of circles will be plotted on the same graph, with each having an individual ARM
value. Next, all the event ARM values are combined to form a distribution histogram,
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Figure 7: Example of ARM distribution with FWHM of 3.55°.

giving an excellent idea of the effective angular resolution of the source. Figure 7 is an
example of an ARM distribution histogram. Because the ARM criteria is an error of
a measurement with random noise, it follows a familiar Gaussian distribution and can
be either positive or negative and is centered about zero.

The FWHM (full width at half maximum) of the ARM distribution is the number used
to give the angular resolution of a Compton telescope. The sharper and narrower the
peak, the more accurately an exact source position can be determined.

To provide a consistent way to count “good” photons, we define the full energy peak
efficiency (εfep). These are the photons which fall within the FWHM of both the energy
and angular resolution distributions ARM for a point source with a known line energy
and position. When the εfep is multiplied by detector surface area, the product is the
effective area of the Compton telescope. This would be the area of a perfect detector
if every photon passing through the material was absorbed and tracked correctly.

Field of view (FOV) defines the solid angle of the sky viewed simultaneously by the
instrument at any time. A gain in FOV directly relates to a gain in exposure time,
which in turn directly relates to sensitivity, as can be shown with a simple example in
Table 1 and Figure 8.
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Table 1: Example of equivalence of FOV and time of observation for sensitivity.
�
Telescope Sensitivity (for 106 s) FOV Tobs per FOV Tobs total Achieved Sensitivity

[ph/cm2/s] [str] [s] [s] [ph/cm2/s]
A 4 · 10−6 π/4 106 4 · 106 4 · 10−6

B 1 · 10−6 π 4 · 106 4 · 106 4 · 10−6

Telescope A has a FOV= 60° (π/4 str) and sensitivity 4 · 10−6 ph/cm2/s may observe
four areas of the sky, each with Tobs = 106 s. Hence, it takes 4 · 106 s to observe a solid
angle area of π str. Telescope B, with sensitivity four times less of only 10−6 ph/cm2/s
(also for 106 s) but with FOV= 120° (π str ) , could observe the same total solid angle
of the sky in the same observation time of 4 · 106 s .

Figure 8: Example comparison for field of view of two telescopes (see Table 1).

Thus two telescopes with different FOV and sensitivities would be equivalent; one
viewing smaller section of the sky at higher sensitivity, each with a limited time and
the other viewing all sections at once with a lower sensitivity but achieving the same
overall sensitivity.

The same example could be used where time or FOV were replaced by effective area,
which would also show a telescope with four times less effective area can achieve the
same sensitivity as another if it has a FOV four times larger. Major implications
arise from this concept - the gain in sensitivity through larger FOV - and underlie the
analysis done in this paper. Effective area is usually quoted as an on-axis value, but for
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Figure 9: Graphical representation of solid angle area ∆Ω contained within two
adjacent zenith angles.

an all-sky telescope this value is not an accurate index. I created a simple metric for
this purpose called the survey mean effective area (Aeff,mean). It is a weighted average
of effective area seen by a source at different zenith angles:

Aeff,mean =
N∑
i=1

Aeff,i · 4Ωi (7)

where Aeff,i is the effective area of the detector at a zenith angle θi and 4Ωi =
2π(1 − [cosθi − cosθi−1]) is the solid angle area contained within two adjacent zenith
angles (Figure 9). The zenith angle interval ∆θ = θi − θi−1 depends on the size of
angular interval at which simulations were run (5° throughout in our case).

2.4 Doppler Broadening

Doppler broadening takes into account that at lower energies, electrons in an atom’s
shell cannot be assumed stationary (a reasonable assumption above 5 MeV), and there-
fore their movement and the resulting broadening of the outgoing photon’s energy dis-
tribution must be modified. Therefore, the energy required to free an electron from
its shell is not only a function of which shell it is in, but also of its movement relative
to the incoming photon, which cannot be exactly determined. Zoglauer showed that
Doppler broadening therefore presents a lower limit for the ARM distribution, because
of this uncertainty in determining exact electron energy levels at lower energies [14].

As the energy of the incoming photon approaches the binding energy of the electron,
the lower limit becomes larger and larger, which makes Compton telescopes especially
sensitive to this effect. Figure 10 shows the change in FWHM of the ARM distribution
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Figure 10: Doppler broadening limit on Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM) of
ARM distribution as function of proton number z of material at 200 keV,
500 keV, and 1 MeV ([14]).

as a function of the proton number of the material. It shows a sawtooth-like progression
in FWHM with increasing z-number (i.e., a gradual increase over several elements, then
a sharp drop, followed by several more increases for the following several elements, etc.)
as extra electron shells are added. For example, there is a sudden drop off after He,
Ne, and Ar for z numbers below 20, which is because they are known as the “noble
gases” and have a completely filled outer electron shell (K shell for He, L shell for Ne,
and M shell for Ar). Silicon and Germanium are therefore very good materials from a
doppler broadening perspective since they do not have filler or near filled outer shells.

For 200 keV, the FWHM is limited to just below 2° for Silicon while for Ge this is 3°.
As energy increases, this lower limit decreases, allowing a telescope based on Compton
scattering to achieve better and better energy resolutions. At energies of 500 keV and
1000 keV, the FWHM hovers around 0.5-1.5°. While achievable energy and position
resolutions within detectors usually limit the FWHM of the ARM resolution to values
above 2° anyway, this still represents a very firm fundemental lower limit to the angular
resolutions that can be achieved with Compton telescopes.
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2.5 Problem of Background

The most damaging background component for Compton detectors is delayed emission
from isotopes formed by protons and neutrons which interact with the material. These
radioactive nuclei cause secondary particles such a positrons, neutrons, and secondary
gamma-rays.

Prompt emission from protons can be relatively effectively dealt with as anticoincidence
shields can record the entrance of a proton into the instrument and automatically
reject any events within a certain window (this diminishes observation time through
the introduction of detector dead-time).

Figure 11: Broadband spectrum of X-ray and gamma-ray cosmic diffuse back-
ground LEO orbit [15].

Neutrons cannot be picked up in the same way as they have no change, and both are
able to produce activations which take anywhere from nanoseconds to days to decay
depending on the stability of the isotope. Cosmic diffuse gamma-ray flux is also a
major background component (Figure 11), consisting of a spectrum obeying a power
law dN

dE
∝ Eα where α is a negative index in the range from 100 keV to approximately

3 MeV, with a different slope in the power distribution above 3 MeV [15].

Since the background gamma-ray continuum is increasingly well measured and, more
importantly, can be modeled more accurately, instruments can be more easily optimized
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to fight it via simulation without needing to be rigorously tested in space. This type
of background simulation is beyond the scope of this thesis, but is included as possible
future work in the conclusion.
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3 Monte Carlo Simulation Software: MEGAlib

Recent developments in algorithms and software capable of modeling physics at the
most fundamental level now allows extensive and immediate testing of radiation’s in-
teraction with matter, and therefore performance characteristics of Compton detectors
before expensive prototypes are built. The Monte Carlo method, which permits us to
simulate statistically driven events such as Compton scattering, is the basis for such
programs.

Simulation of space instrumentation using Monte Carlo software tools is essential in
the design, testing, and calibration stages of gamma-ray detectors. The most widely
used toolkit to model the interaction of particles and radiation with matter is Geant,
an object-oriented Monte Carlo simulation toolkit first developed by CERN in 1998
[16]. The current version, Geant4, has become the standard for HEP (high energy
physics) simulations and also major recent space missions make use of it (XMM-
Newton, Cassini, Herschel, and the ISS Columbus module [17]).

3.1 Implementation History

To utilize Geant for gamma ray astronomy instruments, a program called MGGPOD
was developed as a user friendly, Monte Carlo based suite of tools based on the Geant3
physics capabilities and used during the 1990’s and early 2000’s by researchers at God-
dard Space Flight Center and CESR [18]. Geant3 was based on FORTRAN, and the
release of Geant4 switched to C++, an object oriented language. However, MGG-
POD was not transferred over to Geant4. This left a hole, especially in the Compton
telescope regime, for anyone requiring analysis of potential instrument designs.

A new program, MEGAlib, was developed in the early 2000’s to specifically fill this
gap [19]. It is an object oriented toolkit based on Geant4 and has already been used
successfully to model performance of NCT, a Compton telescope which has already
undergone multiple balloon test campaigns, and NuSTAR, an X-ray focusing telescope
scheduled for launch by NASA in late 2011.

Because MEGAlib had never been used at CESR, one of the preparatory tasks in this
work was to install and configure the software. Even more importantly, the physical
processes, assumptions, input parameters, and output formats had to be understood.
This was accomplished through study of the fundamental physics of Compton scatter-
ing and photoelectric effect, comparison to similar programs, and personal correspon-
dence with the program’s author.
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3.2 Program Components

MEGAlib consists of 4 main subprograms which are summarized below. Longer de-
scriptions and details of how to install and use MEGAlib are given by Zoglauer [19]
and a flow chart summarizing the basic layout of MEGAlib is included in Appendix A:

1. Geomega - all geometry and volume definition and material selections are han-
dled by Geomega in a *.geo.setup file format. The material properties (density
and atomic composition) are read from a master materials *.mat file, and called
within the main geometry definition. Triggers to determine if events are recorded
are also defined usually by a certain number of hits in the detector’s sensitive
area. Sensitive volumes and passive material can be defined, so realistic, com-
plex geometries including support structure and even a satellite model can be
included. Resolution properties of the material and realistic constraints such as
energy detection thresholds, a percentage of dead pixels, strip detector properties
are all user defined.

2. Cosima - this simulates all particles and resulting interactions using Geant4’s
modeling capabilities. A *.source file must be defined to provide Cosima the
run parameters and for choosing the desired Geant4 physics library. Source
options include origin position, beam type (far field point source, far field area
source, etc.) and polarization. The spectrum type can be defined in several ways:
monoenergetic, Gaussian distribution, be user defined, or allow multiple sources.
The output of Cosima is a *.sim file, storing all event information: position,
energy, polarization, particle type, etc. Possible event types are photoelectric,
Compton scattering, pair production, Bremsstrahlung, and Rayleigh scattering.
As an advanced option, an activation simulation can be performed to simulate
both prompt and delayed components of radioactive decay. Spectrums of photons
and protons from both interplanetary space and from the earth (applicable in
LEO) can be defined as fixed area sources.

3. Revan - reconstruction of events take place here. Taking the *.sim file from
Cosima as an input, events are reconstructed and designated as good or bad
based on various cuts, quality factors, and probabilities defined by the user. Op-
tions include adding a coincidence window (events separated by a minimum time
window are grouped), clustering (spatially grouping together very close events),
electron tracking (Compton recoil electron), and the Compton reconstruction
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method (either Chi-squared or Bayesian). This is also where Compton sequence
ordering takes place, which involves a quality factor to choose the likeliest event
order scenario. It can also perform decay detection, guessing events which occur
due to delayed decay rather than photon interaction events.

4. Mimrec - image reconstruction and data analysis are the job of Mimrec. Sky
maps can interpolate source position by generating and stacking Compton cones.
Graphs showing energy spectrums, ARM-distributions, Compton sequence lengths,
scatter angle distributions, and a host of other useful metrics can be produced.
This is where the main energy and ARM distribution cuts are enabled to give
the number of photons inside the photo peak.

3.3 Physics Processes and Assumptions

MEGAlib uses a standard Geant4 physics library named Livermore, whose low en-
ergy part is mostly based on the PENELOPE code (PENetration and Energy LOss of
Positrons and Electrons) developed in 2001 [20]. It provides results within 5-6% in a
range from several hundred eV to ~1 GeV. Energies of gamma-rays above 5 MeV use
the standard Klein-Nishina formula for the collision cross-section, which parameterizes
the shell cross section data. Below 5 MeV, as the gamma-ray approaches the elec-
tron rest energy (511 keV), atomic shell structure becomes more important and atomic
binding effects and Doppler broadening are considered, resulting in a more complex
cross section which directly takes shell cross section data.

The electron binding energy is highest in the inner K-shell. Germanium has a K-shell
binding energy of 11.1 keV, which for 511 keV photons represents 2% of its energy, while
for 5 MeV this is only 0.2%. Additionally, at lower energies when the Photoelectric
effect dominates (< ~200 keV for Germanium) a very small number of recoil Compton
electrons will be produced. The complete sets of formulas for the energy, angle, and
polarization of scattered gamma ray are finally sampled according to their probability
for each particle created and process which occurs.

Measurements in the Ge detector plates were done by defining each semiconductor as
a 3D strip detector (MEGAlib allows for other detector types such as 2D strip and
scintillator detectors). For this 3D detector, a defined integer number of strips are
chosen while the depth resolution was defined with a one sigma width of a Gaussian
curve.
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3.4 Event Cuts and Triggers

A very important function of Compton telescope modeling software is performing event
cuts, both for reducing background and locating sources. These imposed cuts help
rule out bad events, meaning those either not reconstructable or with low probability
of backtracking the origin direction. Energy cuts allow specific energy bands to be
observed. As all the calculations in this report were performed at 511 keV, at which
Germanium has an energy distribution with ∆E1σ = 0.8 keV, the energy cut was taken
at Ecut = Eγ−ray±1.4∆E1σ = 511±1.12 keV (84% of values in Gaussian distribution).
Another cut accepted only photons falling within the FWHM (2.35σ width) of the ARM
distribution: ARM ± 1.8∆ARM1σ. These two cuts were combined to give parameters
for the εfep (see §2.3).

To make Geant4’s idealized output more realistic, MEGAlib allows for uncertainties
to be applied in the geometry definition. These include a percentage of dead pixels,
Gaussian noise applied to energy readings, and specific thresholds for triggering de-
tection. Since real detectors inherently produce instrumental noise, a ’trigger’ is set
under which no energies are recorded. For our simulations a 25 keV threshold was used
throughout.

The number of Compton interactions is also very important. For calculations through-
out, only Compton sequences from two to seven were allowed. A single Compton event
signals an escaped gamma-ray or a single Compton plus photoabsorption, which during
the study by Boggs and Jean [21] increased effective area but also background noise,
with a net loss in sensitivity. Sequences greater than seven were cut because they cause
too many order combinations and at 511 keV comprised less than 1% of interactions.

Triggering occurs during both simulation and reconstruction. During simulation, a
photon which passes through the material without interacting will by default not be
recorded (although this can be manually changed) other than increasing the total
simulated photon count by one. The trigger can be either in terms of number of
simulated events or total simulation time. During reconstruction, triggers from the
geometry file are used to rule out events. The most common is a certain number of
hits in the sensitive material. For a classical geometry, this would normally be set as at
least one hit in both D1 and D2 plates. For the simulations using the stack and cube
geometries in this thesis, a minimum of two interactions in any part of the detector
were required (eliminating all events with only one Compton scatter followed by an
escape from the geometry).
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4 Simulation and Results

The main work in this thesis was split into two parts, corresponding to sections 4.1
and 4.2. Section 4.1 consists of all the primary design decisions that needed to be
undertaken. These include material selection, geometry model selection, and detector
plate thickness. The comparison of all these results is discussed and some conclusions
are drawn. As a second step, Section 4.2 builds on these results by constructing a more
complete model which takes into account the findings about the optimised geometry
parameters, and adds passive mass as well as structural components to the simulation.
This is a design much more similar to what might be inserted into a satellite payload
and caps the work by providing a realistic comparison of performance compared to
several existing gamma-ray telescopes.

4.1 Primary Design Decisions

4.1.1 Material Selection

Germanium and Silicon are the most commonly considered materials in gamma-ray
telescope studies. In large part, this is because they have been developed extensively
for the semiconductor industry. Two main factors were considered when choosing a
material for the telescope: energy resolution and Compton scattering cross-section.

Additionally, the advisor for this thesis set a constraint of choosing only between Ger-
manium or Silicon for the design to be carried out because of the uncertainty in the
real behavior of other untested materials in space. Also, because space missions rely
so much on proven techniques, suggesting a new material which had not been space
tested already falls far outside the scope of this work which focuses mainly on geometry
optimization.

Advances in recent years have been made in energy resolution and availability in thick-
ness of layers that can be produced (from nanometer scale to several centimeters) that
make them ideal for Compton telescopes. Compton telescopes are also unique among
other types of gamma-ray telescopes in that the final angular resolution is directly
dependent on energy resolution. This is because path reconstruction is done through
the Compton formula, which gives scatter angle as a function of energy deposited for
an event.

The comprehensive 2005 ACT study tested an all-Si and all-Ge design, with the re-
sulting energy resolution [7]:
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Germanium: DE = 1.2 keV (1sv) @ 847 keV narrow
Silicon: DE = 3.4 keV (1sv) @ 847 keV narrow

Even assuming angular resolution goes with the square root of energy resolution, the
Ge is a factor of 1.6 better than Si in this particular application. When fighting an
immense background, this makes a significant difference. Future improvements in the
angular resolution of Si may diminish this difference. Also, the fact that for photon
energies less than 5 MeV, electrons cannot be considered at rest, results in Doppler
broadening of the energy measured in Compton interactions and rather favours Silicon.
From the Doppler broadening point of view a Compton telescope should be based on
Silicon since it can achieve the best angular resolution.

Figure 12: Compton sequence length when on-axis gamma-rays enter an infinitely
thick material. Germanium produces a higher percentage of Compton
desirable compton sequence lengths (2-6 interaction sequences) than
Silicon.

For Compton telescopes from a single material (for the purpose of all-sky homogeneity)
a medium-z material like Ge is ideal. It achieves the balance of a sufficient number
of Compton interactions (algorithms require at least 2) while still providing enough
stopping power to prevent too many interactions (makes reconstruction impossible,
since they increase with n!) and increase the chance of the full photon energy being
deposited. As shown below in Figure 12, the Ge material stopped 75% of photons with
2-6 interactions with a maximum occurring at 4 events. For Si, the maximum was at
8 events and the spread was mostly between 4-11 events. While Ge has disadvantages
(i.e., higher production of secondary radiation, need for cryogenic cooling) the higher
energy resolution and much better scattering characteristics are essential qualities for
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providing the necessary imaging and reconstruction. Therefore, it was chosen as the
material to conduct the simulations in this thesis.

4.1.2 Geometry Model Selection

Three geometries were compared and evaluated: a classical two-plate, a stack with five
plates much closer together, and a cube with six plates arranged as the sides of a square
box. We define a classical Compton telescope as a detector of two offset plates, one a
converter (D1) to scatter the incoming gamma-ray, the second an absorber (D2, higher
z such as Ge, or CsI scinitillator) to completely stop the photon via a photoelectric
effect (Figure 13, left). To ensure only events which first scatter in the D1 plate are
selected, shielding on the sides and under the absorber can be used.

Figure 13: Three main geometries considered: Classical two-plate with D1 on top
and thicker D2 underneath (left), Stack 5-plate (center), and Cube 6-
plate (right).

The shield itself can cause secondary radiation through neutron activation, however.
The far better method is time of flight (TOF) analysis. If the D1 and D2 plates are
sufficiently far apart and detectors are fast scintillators, the time between Compton
events can be resolved. COMPTEL used TOF extremely effectively for background
reduction. As its detector plates were 1.58 m apart, with 5.3 ns for D1 to D2 photon
travel time, its timing resolution of 3 ns allowed it to very effectively distinguish forward
from backward moving gamma-rays [22].

As a modification of this classical configuration, it has been shown with Geant3 by
Boggs and Jean [21] that making all plates from a single, medium density material
and evenly spacing them closer together into a stack geometry improved performance
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(Figure 13, center). Five detector plates, each 100x100 cm with 1.5 cm depth, were ar-
ranged classically, using two grouped closely together as a converter and three grouped
together as an absorber, with a 100 cm distance between them. The same number
of plates were then arranged in a stack geometry: evenly spaced with 11 cm gaps.
The stack geometry yielded significant improvement in effective area (factor of 5) and
moderate improvement in both narrow line and continuum sensitivity (factor of 1.5).
Their choice of material was Germanium, as achieving the angular resolutions required
to study these gamma-ray lines and extract meaningful astrophysical information re-
quires energy resolution on the scale of E/∆E ≈ 500, which currently only Germanium
semiconductors achieve in the range of 200 keV and above. Ge has the disadvantage of
requiring temperatures on the order of 70 K to provide spectroscopic data, while Silicon
strip detectors can operate at 250 K or above, requiring much less cooling equipment.

TOF is not possible currently with stack geometries, as better than 1ns timing resolu-
tion would be needed and current germanium detectors provide at best 10ns. Because
medium energy gamma-rays tend to scatter multiple times in Ge before being photoab-
sorbed, the main tool for background discrimination in stack geometries is kinematic
discrimination. Stack geometries can either have identical, evenly spaced plates with
no preference as to “top” or “bottom” or have two materials with events coming in
from one side. For classical and stack geometries, at 90° off-axis the projected area and
efficiency are reduced dramatically as plates are seen from the side, or the smallest pos-
sible projected cross-section. The effective area of the configuration used by Boggs and
Jean[21] reduced to 50% at a zenith angle of 60° at 1 MeV, although the stack geometry
presented here will be shown to stay nearly constant up to a 75° zenith angle before
dropping off, the difference being thicker plates in relation to the side dimensions, and
smaller gaps between the plates.

Both classical and stack geometries therefore are not new and have been examined
before. This paper tests a new type of geometry, which we call a cube with plates
arranged as the six sides of a box. It has a major advantage of symmetry, making it
more uniform from all directions (Figure 13, right). Actually, the cube geometry has
a maximum effective area at 45° zenith angle because the projected area “seen” by
incoming photons increases by a factor of

√
2. Because of very little directional bias,

it allows relatively homogenous, all-sky coverage at any zenith angle that neither the
classical or stack geometries can match. The main FOV limitations are the satellite
itself, the earth (depending on the chosen orbit), and the required electronics and
cryogenic cooling cabling and structure.
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Table 2: Geometrical properties of three geometries (classical, stack, and cube).
�

Surface Thickness Detector Volume Mass
Area (cm2) (cm) Plates (cm3) (kg)

Cube
15 x 15

2 6
2700 14.3

20 x 20 4800 25.4
30 x 30 10800 57.2

Stack
15 x 15

1.35 5
1519 8.1

20 x 20 2680 14.2
30 x 30 6075 32.2

Classical
15 x 15 D1 : 2

D2 : 4
2

2700 14.3
20 x 20 4800 25.4
30 x 30 10800 57.2

To provide a comparison in terms of surface area, the stack, classical, and cube geome-
tries all have detector plates with side lengths of 15 cm, 20 cm, and 30 cm shown in
Table 2 and hereafter referred to as 15x15, 20x20, and 30x30. The cube geometry has
a thickness of 2 cm (see following section), the stack 1.35 cm, and classical 2 cm for D1
and 4 cm for D2. The semiconductor material is germanium (rGe = 5.3 g/cm3) and
spatial resolution is provided by 3D strip detectors with 1.5 mm x and y resolution
and 1 mm 1σ depth resolution at 511 keV. Photons at 511 keV have a mean free path
of 2.5 cm in Ge.

A further comparison can be made between different geometries having the same Ge
mass. The classical (20x20), stack (15x15), and cube (20x20) geometries have a com-
mon mass just above 14 kg. Because of the thickness selections for the cube and
classical designs, they share the same mass for all three sizes.

4.1.3 Cube Geometry Thickness

As the cube shape is a new geometry, a suitable thickness for the detector plate needed
to be tested and investigated. The optimizing parameter chosen was effective area.
Thickness between 1.5 cm and 3 cm were tested at 0.1 cm intervals, and between 3 cm
and 6 cm at 0.25 cm intervals. Each run included an observation time of 20 s of an
on-axis far field point source with a flux of 200 ph/cm2/s at 511 keV. Figure 14 shows
these results.
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Figure 14: Comparison of on-axis effective area at 511 keV for cube geometry, thick-
nesses compared between 1 cm and 6 cm. Peak effective area occurs at
3 cm.

The maximum effective area of the cube geometry at 511 keV is 19.3 cm2 at 3 cm
thickness. However, all effective areas above 1.7 cm thickness are above 15 cm2, and
at 2 cm thickness it is 17 cm2. As the mean free path in Ge is 2.5 cm at 511 keV, it
is expected that below this value a steep decline in effective area exists. Interestingly,
above 3 cm the effective area decreases with increasing thickness. A thicker detector
provides a larger cross section, which will increase the average Compton sequence
length, which is the number of Compton scatter events which are reconstructed before
the photon escapes or is photoabsorbed. Because Stack and cube geometries mainly
use kinematic event reconstruction which requires 3+ site events, this is the Compton
sequence we’d like to maximize. Even though Boggs and Jean [21] show that 80%
of 2-site events can be correctly identified if the larger energy deposit is taken as the
first interaction, for their configuration the gain in effective area of 1.3 at 1 MeV was
overshadowed by an increase of 3.4 in background, resulting in overall degradation by
a factor of 1.4 in sensitivity.

On the other hand, more Compton events produce more possible sequence combinations
(N ! for N events). So while 3-site sequences have 6 possible orders, a 4-site sequence
has four times this number, 24 possibilities. Thicker detectors are also more likely to
produce multiple Compton scatters in the same detector plate. This lowers the average
leverage arm length (i.e. distance between two Compton events) and decreases spa-
tial resolution, lowers the Compton quality factor, and causes more unreconstructable
events. These factors all contribute to lower effective area in the Compton telescope.
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Figure 15: Compton sequence lengths for 30x30 cm2 cube geometry for thicknesses
from 2 cm to 5 cm.

Taking all these factors into account, a thickness of 2 cm was chosen as it realistic to
manufacture (Ger slab thicknesses above 2 cm are not currently possible to grow), and
compared to 3 cm provides an effective area within 15% of the maximum with a mass
savings of 50%. The 2 cm thickness has a comparable number of 3 and 4-site events
(Figure 15), a significantly higher number of 2-site events (~30% more), and a slightly
lower number of 5+ site events. The large number of 2-site events compared with other
sequences would provide larger effective area, but possibly more noise, if 2-site events
were not cut in the reconstruction algorithm.

4.1.4 Effective Area and ARM Distribution Comparison

The three geometries (classical, stack, and cube) were each tested with a mono-
energetic point source of 511 keV at off axis-angles from 0-90° in increments of 10°, and
each resulted in similar ARM resolutions (Table 3). For the 30x30 case, the FWHM
of the classical geometry was 2.4°, the stack 3.0°, and the cube 2.8°. As the detector
size decreased, the ARM resolution became larger because of smaller lever arms due to
contracted detector dimensions. The classical ARM increased to 3.4° for 15x15 (35%
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Table 3: Performance characteristics of each geometry. For Efficiency and Effective
Area, the max denotes the maximum value at a different zenith value
(different for each configuration and given only as a reference, see more
detail in Figures 16, 17, and 18).

�
Surface ARM Efficiency (%) Eff. Area (cm2) Survey Mean Mean Area, Active

Area (cm2) FWHM on axis [max] on-axis [max] Area (cm2) Mass (cm2/kg)

Cube
15 x 15 3.2° 1.5 [1.8] 3.4 [4.0] 3.8 0.26

20 x 20 2.9° 1.5 [1.9] 6.1 [7.5] 7.0 0.28

30 x 30 2.8° 1.5 [2.0] 13.9 [18.2] 17 0.29

Stack
15 x 15 4.0° 1.3 [1.5] 3.0 [3.4] 3.4 0.41

20 x 20 3.6° 1.4 [1.6] 5.7 [6.3] 5.5 0.39

30 x 30 3.0° 1.6 [1.7] 14.5 [15.3] 13 0.40

Classical
15 x 15 3.4° 0.1 [0.2] 0.3 [0.4] 0.2 0.02

20 x 20 2.7° 0.2 [0.2] 0.7 [0.9] 0.5 0.02

30 x 30 2.4° 0.2 [0.3] 2.0 [2.4] 1.2 0.02

change), the stack to 4.0° (30% change), and the cube to 3.2° (only 15% change). For
all the proceeding calculations of efficiency and effective area, therefore, an angular
cut of 3° (0± 1.5°) in the ARM distribution was used to compute the photons within
the full energy efficiency peak. Had the ARM distributions varied greatly between the
geometries and had different cuts been made to calculate efficiency and effective area,
they would have been harder to compare to each other.

Efficiency and effective area summarized for the on-axis and maximum values in Ta-
ble 3. The full angular sweep is found in Figures 16, 17, and 18. For all three sizes,
the on-axis values were very close for the cube and stack, and far inferior in the clas-
sical configuration. For the 30x30 case the cube has an efficiency of 1.5% and effective
area of 13.9 cm2 and the stack 1.6% and 14.5 cm2. The classical was far behind with
an efficiency of only 0.22% and effective area of 2.0 cm2. When the zenith angle was
varied, the cube has higher effective area for every off-axis angle. It peaks in value at
a 45°, achieving a maximum of 18.2 cm2 while the stack remains close to 15 cm2 for
zenith angles up to 70°, after which it drops dramatically. The cube geometry has an
effective area 10-30% better than stack at zenith angles up to 70° and suffers no large
drop-off because of its omnidirectional configuration.

At a 90° angle its effective area reduces back to 13.6 cm2 while the stack falls all
the way to 3.4 cm2. The classic geometry decreased slowly toward zero, but peaked
around 20-30° with 2.4 cm2. The reason for this off-axis peak is photon scattering
angle probability. For example, at 1 MeV the most likely scatter angle is 30° [21],
meaning a peak near this value for 511 keV is reasonable. The sudden decrease in
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Figure 16: Effective area for 15x15 cm2 geometry. Left is plotted versus zenith
angle (0-90°) and right is a polar plot of all angles.

effective area by the stack after 70° is explained by the geometry of the plates. As the
zenith angle increases, a critical value will be reached where the gaps between plates
are no longer covered by the overlapping detector plates. A simple angular calculation
with the 30x30, where the gap between plates is 6.5 cm2, yields a critical angle of
αcrit = atan(6.5/30) = 12°. Corresponding to a zenith angle of 78°, this matches the
drop-off of effective area starting at 75°. The off axis peak scatter angle affecting the
classical geometry is not a large factor with the stack since the plates are much closer
together. A clear visual summary of all three geometries and all three sizes in regard
to effective area changing with zenith angle is shown in Figures 16, 17, and 18.
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Figure 17: Effective area for 20x20 cm2 geometry. Left is plotted versus zenith
angle (0-90°) and right is a polar plot of all angles.

Figure 18: Effective area for 20x20 cm2 geometry. Left is plotted versus zenith
angle (0-90°) and right is a polar plot of all angles.

According to the survey mean effective area metric (Aeff,mean, see §2.3), the 30x30
cube geometry has an mean area of 17 cm2 exposed to the sky compared to 13 cm2

for the stack and only 1.2 cm2 for the classical. The cube has a factor of 1.3 better
than the stack, mostly due to the area gained by the cube between 75°-90°. If the
planned FOV is then considered, a 4π str solid angle for the cube would double this
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factor to 2.6 since a stack-type geometry is generally meant to be in LEO orbit and
cover only half the sky. However, because of the stack’s consistent effective area up to
70°, Figure 18 clearly shows that if both the bottom and top of the stack were opened
to the field of view, a near all-sky coverage could be obtained. In fact, when weight is
taken into account, the stack geometry is shown to be over 30% better at all plate sizes
in mean area per mass of detector. Because low mass is so critical in detectors (lower
mass means less nuclear activations in semiconductor and faster instrument timing)
this number is a key factor in determining which geometry is best.

4.1.5 Sky map

As an additional result, a direct imaging comparison of two geometries is shown in
Figure 19 to visually show the effect of the ARM distribution on source location deter-
mination. The far field point source is located at a zenith angle of 0° for both figures.
Because the three geometry types had such similar ARM FWHM values (all within
10% of 3°) a comparison of the three reveals very little difference in the image. Rather,
to show an example of both ARM distribution and the imaging capabilities of ME-
GAlib, the stack geometry was chosen and imaged for the 30x30 (3.0° ARM FWHM)
and 15x15 cm2 (4.0° ARM FWHM) sizes. Even though there is only a 1.0° difference,
the effect of imaging in 2D causes a significant increase in solid angle area because the
number of “pixel bins” increases with the square of the ARM value.

Figure 19: The comparison of reconstructed source images for the stack geometry
of size 30x30 cm2 (left) and 15 x15 cm2 (right).

4.2 Realistic Compton Telescope Detector Model

Taking into account the findings in Section 4.1, a next step was taken to design a more
realistic model of a detector. In the results above, the idealized detector plates were
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assumed to be floating in space, with no obstruction from the field of view from any
instrumentation. Additionally, no structural materials were in place. We bundle both
instrumentation and structural materials under the category of “passive mass” which
we can define as any mass in the instrumentation that is not part of the sensitive area
of the detector.

4.2.1 Final Geometry

For the more advanced passive mass model, Germanium was chosen as a material, in
large part for superior energy resolution (which is critical for Compton telescopes since
it factors directly into angular resolution) but mostly because of its ideal atomic number
for obtaining a maximum of Compton sequences between two and six interactions in
length (§4.1.1). Even thought it was originally assumed that the cube geometry would
be best suited for an all-sky imaging telescope (where the desired field of view is 4p
str), the compact stack geometry proved to provide very good off axis performance
with less mass. Because mass is at such a premium, this is the feature that is most
favourable for a design rather than just effective area alone.

Figure 20: Passive mass model of final geometry, with 50x50 cm plate dimensions,
including two 5 cm thick aluminum mock instrument panels, 1 mm
thick carbon fiber sheet structuring elements, and a 4 mm plastic ACS
scintillator shield.

With all this in mind, the new geometry was constructed. An interesting feature of the
stack geometry studied in §4.1.4 is that efficiency increased with larger surface area
(Figure 20). Efficiency went up from 1.3% to 1.4% to 1.6% with respective increases
in surface area from 15x15 cm2 to 20x20 cm2 to 30x30 cm2. It was decided that
the final allowable mass for the detector and accompanying passive mass would be
roughly 130 kg. This was partly based on a previous attempt at an all-Germanium
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Compton telescope called GRASP [23]. Although a very different design (composed of
many, extremely thin layers of Ge with the goal to include electron tracking to help
narrow down the backprojected Compton cone to a section of the cone), it had a total
instrumental mass of roughly 140 kg, which qualified it to be launched on a launcher
in the VEGA class (an ESA launcher for small payloads from 300-2000 kg). Adding to
this the mass of the satellite structure (perhaps 500-1500 kg for this size instrument)
it could have been launched alone on a VEGA launcher or in tandem with another
satellite, saving on launch costs.

Table 4: Mass specifications of final Compton telescope passive mass model.

Component Mass (kg) Mass Percentage
Ge Detector Mass 97.5 75%
Al Instrumentation 16.3 12.5%

Carbon Fiber Structure 9.1 7%
Plastic ACS 6.5 5%

Total 130

Given a mass of 130 kg, it was desired to include in this total the sensitive detector
mass, a carbon fiber structure, a plastic anticoincidence scintillator shield (ACS), and
two aluminum boxes to simulate on-board instrumentation. Additionally, because of
the choice of Ge as the detector material, cryogenic cooling would be required, which
would add another perhaps 30-40 kg to the weight, but since this could be placed
on the satellite itself rather than directly near the payload, this was not considered
for the simulation. The main consideration was to surround the Ge detector plates
with realistic material that would be launched in space, to see how the detector plates
performed with this passive material “in the way.”

Passive material is damaging because it can cause intermediate hits where the energy
cannot be measured. For example, the photon could have an initial Compton interac-
tion in the sensitive area of the detector, followed by a second interact in the aluminum
instrumentation box which would not be measured, and be deflected back to the de-
tector where the third interaction would again be measured. What we would detect
would be two interaction sites, and from this the software would try to reconstruct the
order of the interaction and project the Compton cone of possible incoming angles onto
the sky. Because the projection would be completely wrong, the photon would simply
fall outside of the FWHM of the ARM distribution and simply be considered as noise.
Within the 130 kg total, it was decided to use 75% for active Ge detector mass, 5%
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for plastic scintillator shield, 12.5% for the aluminum instrumentation, and 7% for the
carbon fiber mounting. The masses are summarized in Table 4.

Because more mass could be used than the smaller preliminary models in §4.1, both a
slightly thicker plate (1.5 cm compared to 1.35 cm) and larger surface area (50x50 cm2

compared to 30x30 cm2 at maximum) to increase the mass to 97.5 kg. This not
only increases the material thickness a photon passes through (7.5 cm for five plates
compared to 6.75 cm), but the larger area also decreases the number of photons “leaking
out” of the sides without interaction (a vignetting effect).

4.2.2 Final Results

In simulating the geometry above, the one free parameter which was allowed was dis-
tance between the plates. Three centre-to-centre inter plate distances were simulated:
2.5 cm, 5 cm, and 10 cm. As plates are moved closer together, photons are prevented
from escaping out the sides after an initial interaction, or passing through the space
between plates.

Figure 21: Effective area comparison for three final passive mass stack geometries
with three different centre-to-centre spacings of 2.5 cm, 5 cm, and 10 cm.

However, there is the disadvantage because the lever arm of the interaction (distance
between two interactions) becomes smaller, which causes a decrease in angular resolu-
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tion. Because position resolution of an energy deposit factors directly into the angular
calculation, the smaller the distance the more effect this position uncertainty will have.
Results of the simulations are shown in Figure 21 and Table 5. Following the expected
pattern, the maximum effective area is on axis and a dumbbell shaped decrease as
the source moves off axis. However, the three different spacings produce significantly
different results.

A closer spacing clearly produces a much higher effective area within the FWHM, with
the 2.5 cm spacing yielding a maximum of 65.9 cm2 and the 10 cm spacing yielding
less than half, or 31.6 cm2. This higher effective area comes at a premium however, as
the FWHM of the ARM distribution is 3.9º for 2.5 cm spacing but falls to 2.6º at 5 cm
spacing and 2.0º at 10 cm spacing. This improvement in angular resolution is expected
because the longer lever arm provides a better calculation of the incidence angle.

Table 5: Performance characteristics of final passive mass stack geometries.
�
Plate spacing ARM Efficiency Eff. Area Survey Mean Mean Area, Active Mean Area, Total

(cm) FWHM on-axis on-axis (cm2) Area (cm2) Mass (cm2/kg) Mass (cm2/kg)

2.5 3.9° 2.6% 65.9 45.5 0.45 0.35
5 2.6° 1.9% 47.7 32.9 0.33 0.25
10 2.0° 1.3% 31.6 21.8 0.22 0.17

Also, as expected, the efficiency was slightly higher because of the increased plate
dimensions, although it is also strongly dependent on inter-plate spacing. What is
significant is that the efficiency still increased despite the added passive material. The
additional passive mass is reflected in the mean survey area in the last two columns of
Table 5. For the 2.5 cm spacing the mean area per active mass (i.e., Ge) is 0.45 cm2/kg
with only the active detector mass, but drops over 20% to 0.35 cm2/kg when the passive
mass is included. For the 5 cm spacing, the corresponding mean areas are 0.33 cm2/kg
for active mass and 0.25 cm2/kg including passive mass. These compare to 0.40 cm2/kg
which was calculated for the ideal 30x30 cm2 stack geometry (Table 18). The ARM
FWHM for that ideal geometry was 3º, which sits in-between these values of 3.9º for
the 2 cm spacing and 2.6º for the 5 cm spacing.
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5 Conclusions and Perspectives

The purpose of this thesis was to examine a new “all-sky” detector concept for Comp-
ton telescopes. Three different geometries were tested using the Monte Carlo modeling
tool MEGAlib. Two of them were traditional parallel-plate configurations (one a clas-
sical configuration with only two plates and the other stack with five plates spaced
closer together) and the third was a new, omnidirectional cube configuration which
was designed for a more consistent all-sky coverage. Germanium was chosen for its
very high (above E/4E = 500) energy resolution which directly affects imaging qual-
ity. Additionally, a passive mass model was constructed to simulate a more realistic
instrument.

Each of the first three designs had a similar on-axis angular resolution, characterized
by an ARM distribution with a FWHM near 3° in all cases. The largest size (30x30)
performed the best, with a FWHM of 2.8° for the cube, 3.0° for the stack, and 2.4°
for the classical geometry. The classical geometry had the smallest arm because the
event cuts allowed only photons with events in both D1 and D2 plates to be recorded,
giving a larger lever arm than either of the two geometries whose plates were spaced
more closely.

The highest effective area was produced by the cube geometry at all zenith angles with
a slight rainbow shape of the effective area versus zenith angle plot. For the 30x30
case it showed a peak just above 18 cm2 at 45° and minimum of roughly 14 cm2 at 0°
and 90°. The 30x30 stack geometry had a constant effective area just below 15 cm2

for sources on-axis up to 70° zenith angles, after which it dramatically decreased. The
classical 30x30 geometry’s maximum of 2.5 cm2 was far below the others.

The survey effective area, weighted over the entire FOV, was calculated for each con-
figuration. The cube 30x30 exposed a mean of 17 cm2 over 4π str while the stack of
the same size had 13 cm2 over 2π str . Once mass was factored in however, the cube
geometry yielded 0.29 cm2/kgGe and the stack 0.40 cm2/kgGe. For the same amount of
Ge mass this means the stack geometry has nearly a factor of 1.4 better effective area,
even when the off-axis drop-off past 70° is taken into account.

Final results were surprising, as it was assumed that a geometry specifically meant to
be omnidirectional would provide more effective all sky coverage. The finding suggests
that geometric configuration of detector plates is not as strong of a factor as had been
assumed at the beginning of the study. The 2 cm Ge thickness of the cube was not
as effective as the 1.35 cm stacked plates of the stack geometry, likely forcing more
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cascades in the same detector regions since it is closer to the 2.3 cm mean free path of
gamma-rays in Ge at 511 keV.

The passive mass model had a final mean survey area per mass of 0.35 cm2/kg for a
2.5 cm plate spacing (ARM FWHM of 3.9º) and 0.25 cm2/kg for a 5 cm plate spacing
(ARM FWHM of 2.6º). The final decision on which spacing to choose would depend on
the type of observation that was desired. For maximum sensitivity where the angular
resolution played a smaller role, the closer 2.5 cm spacing could be used, whereas if
angular resolution was more important, the 5 cm or even 10 cm spacing could be used.
The trade-off would of course be a significantly smaller effective area.

The main recommendation of this thesis is therefore to continue development of the
stack geometry principle, but considering it as a full-sky instrument. As the areas of
lowest effective area (between 75° and 105° off-axis) correspond to areas at the edge
of the detector plates, this could be used as an attachment point for mechanisms and
feeds of electronics and wiring. This may even provide an advantage in that the areas
which would not be in the FOV due to electronics would have the lowest effective area
and therefore reduce unwanted background.

An additional positive accomplishment of the thesis was my installation and famil-
iarization with the MEGAlib program. It is an open source software actively being
improved continually and will be used more and more in the foreseeable future as the
main tool for Compton telescope performance modeling.

For future work, a modification of the cube geometry to keep the omnidirection advan-
tage regarding mean effective area while reducing mass should be examined. Perhaps
a pyramid shape would save on mass (four plates instead of six) while keeping high
effective area over the whole sky. Additionally, the next logical step is to use MEGAlib
for background simulations, and in particular delayed nuclear decay. This is an essen-
tial step for determining telescope sensitivity and would provide additional comparison
of the stack and cube geometries. Because of the higher mass of the cube, it is likely
its sensitivity would be much more affected by nuclear activation and decay. Another
improvement would be to make a less idealized model, by adding passive material to
simulate the detector support structure and electronics and modifying the parameters
in the geometry definition such as dead pixel percentage and noise thresholds to be
more realistic.
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A Appendix - MEGAlib Flow Diagram

Figure 22: Overview of MEGAlib capabilities. The program aspects used in
this thesis were Geomega, Cosima, Revan, and Mimrec. Taken from
Zoglauer [19].
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B Appendix - Software Code

To operate the MEGAlib software, all the geometry definitions, run files, and data
analysis files were written from scratch for this thesis. Examples are given of the a)
Geomega geometry definition, b) Cosima simulation run file, c) batch run control code,
and d) report generation code.

B.1 Geomega Geometry Definition

Geometry files all had the extension *.geo.setup, and were used by Geomega, Cosima,
and Mimrec as inputs to define the detector geometry. They included definition of the
material, size, and energy recording properties of the detectors.

// Geometry Definition file, ACDC.geo.setup, 50x50cm geometry, modelled during July 2010
// Dan Veal, last modified 2010.07.19
Name ACDC_cc5_t1.5 Version 1

Include $(MEGALIB)/resource/examples/geomega/materials/Materials.geo
//Detector plates
Constant NLayers 5 Constant PlateSpacing 5
Constant DetPlate_hw 25 // hw = half width

//Detector plates Constant NLayers 5 Constant PlateSpacing 5
Constant DetPlate_hw 25 // hw = half width
Constant DetPlate_ht 0.75 //ht = half thickness
Constant CarbShelf_ht 0.05 // 2mm thickness for carbon fiber support plates
Constant CarbSide_ht 0.5
Constant ElecBox_hh 7.5
Constant ZStartDet {2*PlateSpacing}
Constant ZStartCarbShelf {2.5*PlateSpacing}
Constant SphereRadius 100
Constant ProjArea 2500

// ******** DETECTOR PLATE, SENSITIVE VOLUME **** begin...
Volume DetPlate
DetPlate.Material Germanium
DetPlate.Visibility 1
DetPlate.Color 0
DetPlate.Shape BRIK DetPlate_hw DetPlate_hw DetPlate_ht

## For [loop variable] [#repeats] [Start Value of Variable] [Increment Value of Var]
For Z NLayers ZStartDet { -PlateSpacing }
DetPlate.Copy DetPlate_%Z DetPlate_%Z.Position 0.0 0.0 $Z DetPlate_%Z.Mother WorldVolume
Done
// ***** DETECTOR PLATE, SENSITIVE VOLUME **** ...end \
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// ***** Carbon Fiber, STRUCTURE **** begin...
Volume CarbShelf CarbShelf.Material CarbonCyanateEster
CarbShelf.Visibility 1
CarbShelf.Color 4
CarbShelf.Shape BRIK DetPlate_hw DetPlate_hw CarbShelf_ht

Volume CarbSide
CarbSide.Material CarbonCyanateEster
CarbSide.Visibility 1
CarbSide.Color 4
CarbSide.Shape BRIK DetPlate_hw
CarbSide_ht {2.5*PlateSpacing}

## For [loop variable] [#repeats] [Start Value of Variable] [Increment Value of Var]
For Z {NLayers+1} ZStartCarbShelf { -PlateSpacing }
CarbShelf.Copy CarbShelf_%Z CarbShelf_%Z.Position 0.0 0.0 $Z CarbShelf_%Z.Mother WorldVolume
Done

CarbSide.Copy CarbSide_1
CarbSide_1.Position 0.0 {DetPlate_hw + CarbSide_ht + 0.5} 0.0
CarbSide_1.Mother WorldVolume
CarbSide.Copy CarbSide_2
CarbSide_2.Position 0.0 {-DetPlate_hw - CarbSide_ht - 0.5} 0.0
CarbSide_2.Mother WorldVolume
CarbSide.Copy CarbSide_3
CarbSide_3.Position {DetPlate_hw + CarbSide_ht + 0.5} 0.0 0.0
CarbSide_3.Rotation 0.0 0.0 90.0 CarbSide_3.Mother WorldVolume
CarbSide.Copy CarbSide_4
CarbSide_4.Position {-DetPlate_hw - CarbSide_ht - 0.5} 0.0 0.0
CarbSide_4.Rotation 0.0 0.0 90.0 CarbSide_4.Mother WorldVolume

// ***** Carbon Fiber, STRUCTURE **** ...end

// ***** Plastic Shield, STRUCTURE **** begin...
Constant PlasticShield_ht 0.2
Constant PlasticShield_hw {DetPlate_hw + 0.5 + CarbSide_ht + 1 + PlasticShield_ht}
// gives 1cm buffer outside of the Carbon Fiber frame)
Constant PlasticShield_hh {2.5*PlateSpacing + 1}

Volume PlasticShield_cap
PlasticShield_cap.Material ACSPaper
PlasticShield_cap.Visibility 1
PlasticShield_cap.Color 6
PlasticShield_cap.Shape BRIK PlasticShield_hw PlasticShield_hw PlasticShield_ht

Volume PlasticShield_side PlasticShield_side.Material ACSPaper
PlasticShield_side.Visibility 1
PlasticShield_side.Color 6
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PlasticShield_side.Shape BRIK PlasticShield_hw PlasticShield_ht PlasticShield_hh
PlasticShield_cap.Copy PlasticShield_top
PlasticShield_top.Position 0.0 0.0 {PlasticShield_hh + PlasticShield_ht}
PlasticShield_top.Mother WorldVolume
PlasticShield_cap.Copy PlasticShield_bot
PlasticShield_bot.Position 0.0 0.0 {-PlasticShield_hh - PlasticShield_ht}
PlasticShield_bot.Mother WorldVolume
PlasticShield_side.Copy PlasticShield_side_1
PlasticShield_side_1.Position 0.0 {PlasticShield_hw + PlasticShield_ht} 0.0
PlasticShield_side_1.Mother WorldVolume
PlasticShield_side.Copy PlasticShield_side_2
PlasticShield_side_2.Position 0.0 {-PlasticShield_hw - PlasticShield_ht} 0.0
PlasticShield_side_2.Mother WorldVolume
PlasticShield_side.Copy PlasticShield_side_3
PlasticShield_side_3.Position {PlasticShield_hw + PlasticShield_ht} 0.0 0.0
PlasticShield_side_3.Rotation 0.0 0.0 90.0
PlasticShield_side_3.Mother WorldVolume
PlasticShield_side.Copy PlasticShield_side_4
PlasticShield_side_4.Position {-PlasticShield_hw - PlasticShield_ht} 0.0 0.0
PlasticShield_side_4.Rotation 0.0 0.0 90.0 PlasticShield_side_4.Mother WorldVolume
// ***** Plastic Shield, STRUCTURE **** ...end

// ***** Electronics Aluminum, STRUCTURE **** begin...
Volume ElecBox ElecBox.Material Alu6061
ElecBox.Visibility 1 ElecBox.Color 7
ElecBox.Shape BRIK DetPlate_hw 2 ElecBox_hh
ElecBox.Copy ElecBox_1
ElecBox_1.Position 0.0 {DetPlate_hw + CarbSide_ht + 0.5 + 10} 0.0
ElecBox_1.Mother WorldVolume
ElecBox.Copy ElecBox_2
ElecBox_2.Position 0.0 {-DetPlate_hw - CarbSide_ht - 0.5 -10} 0.0
ElecBox_2.Mother WorldVolume
// ***** Electronics Aluminum, STRUCTURE **** ...end

// Trigger: at least one hits in detector sensitive volume (DetPlate)
Trigger TN01
TN01.Veto false
TN01.TriggerByDetector true
TN01.DetectorType Strip3D 1
SurroundingSphere SphereRadius 0.0 0.0 0.0 SphereRadius
Volume WorldVolume
WorldVolume.Material Vacuum
WorldVolume.Visibility 0
WorldVolume.Shape BRIK {SphereRadius + 5} {SphereRadius + 5} {SphereRadius + 5} WorldVolume.Mother
0
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// ## Strip Detector
Strip3D GeStrip
GeStrip.SensitiveVolume DetPlate
GeStrip.DetectorVolume DetPlate
GeStrip.StructuralPitch 0.0 0.0
PlateSpacing GeStrip.StructuralOffset 0.0 0.0 0.0
GeStrip.Offset 0.0 0.0 GeStrip.StripNumber 1000 1000
GeStrip.NoiseThreshold 10
GeStrip.TriggerThreshold 20

//- Resolutions taken from
//- /home/veal/MEGAlib/resource/examples/geomega/special/EnergyResolutionTester.geo.setup
// define energy resolutions, form is [Gauss peak/keV average/keV stdev/kev]
GeStrip.EnergyResolution Gauss 10 10 0.417
GeStrip.EnergyResolution Gauss 20 20 0.425
GeStrip.EnergyResolution Gauss 50 50 0.4375
GeStrip.EnergyResolution Gauss 100 100 0.454
GeStrip.EnergyResolution Gauss 200 200 0.492
GeStrip.EnergyResolution Gauss 500 500 0.5875
GeStrip.EnergyResolution Gauss 1000 1000 0.7217
GeStrip.EnergyResolution Gauss 2000 2000 0.9317
GeStrip.EnergyResolution Gauss 5000 5000 1.3819
GeStrip.EnergyResolution Gauss 10000 10000 1.9094
GeStrip.EnergyResolution Gauss 100000 100000 5.907

// Define 3D depth resolution
GeStrip.DepthResolution 1000 0.1 // 1mm depth resolution...
GeStrip.DepthResolutionThreshold 20
GeStrip.PulseShape 2.27970e-02 -2.27121e-04 7.62027e-07 -3.62385e-10 8.14934e-14 - 1.05289e-17...
8.23769e-22 -3.85672e-26 9.94586e-31 -1.08689e-35 0 12000
// #### END Strip Detector #####

// ### END OF FILE###

B.2 Cosima Simulation Run File

Taking ACDC.geo.setup as an input, Cosima runs the heart of the simulation in ME-
GAlib. The file defines which geometry to use, the physics list, the run parameters and
the type of source.

// Cosima RUN file, ACDC.geo.setup, 50x50cm geometry, modelled during July 2010
// Dan Veal, last modified 2010.07.20

// Global parameters:
Version ACDC_cc5cm00
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Geometry $(MEGALIB)/megalib_geometries/ACDC/ACDC.geo.setup
PhysicsListEM Livermore
PhysicsListEMActivateFluorescence false

// Output formats
StoreCalibrated true
StoreScientific true 2
StoreSimulationInfo true
StoreSimulationInfoIonization false
DiscretizeHits true

// Run 1:
Run Himmel
Himmel.FileName ACDC
Himmel.Time 4 //for R=200cm surr sphere, and 1m^2 area
Himmel.Source
Himmel_FirstSource
Himmel_FirstSource.ParticleType 1
Himmel_FirstSource.Beam
FarFieldPointSource 0 0
Himmel_FirstSource.Polarization 1 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0
Himmel_FirstSource.Spectrum Mono 1000
Himmel_FirstSource.Flux 10.0

B.3 Batch Run Control Code

This code in Bash language, runs multiple simulations of MEGAlib for different off-axis
angles, saves all the results in correctly named folders according to the run number..

#! /bin/bash
# Set parameters
run_start=11 # example run, to be numbered 11 through 15
run_end=15
first_run=1
for (( run = run_start ; run <= run_end; run++ )) do
# choose correct file, with off-axis angle incremented by 5

angle=$((run*5-first_run*5))
echo $angle run_name=’ACDC_07A’ # prints name, to give user visual check

# geometry=’ACDC_07A.geo.setup’
geometry=${run_name}.geo.setup

if [ ${angle} -ge 10 ] # adds zero if angle is less than 10, for file name consistency
then

source=${run_name}${angle}t.source
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else
source=${run_name}0${angle}t.source

fi

mkdir /users-data/veal/megalib_data/0${run} # created new directory
cd /users-data/veal/megalib_data/0${run} # goes to new directory

# Set environment, initializes relevant environment variables in UNIX environment
source init.root
source init.geant4
export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/home/veal/MEGAlib/lib:$LD_LIBRARY_PATH
export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/home/veal/MEGAlib/lib/Linux-g++/cosima:$LD_LIBRARY_PATH

#env

# Start cosima
cosima /users-data/veal/megalib_run_files/cosima/${run_name}/${source} > /dev/null

# Rename .sim file
mv /users-data/veal/megalib_data/0${run}/RunHimmel* ...
/users-data/veal/megalib_data/0${run}/0${run}RunHimmel.sim

# NB: Assumes only 1 file, .sim

# Start revan
cd ${MEGALIB} revan -g ${MEGALIB}/${geometry} -f /users-data/veal/megalib_data/...
0${run}/0${run}RunHimmel.sim -c ACDC.standard.revan.cfg -a >/dev/null

# Start mimrec mimrec -g ${MEGALIB}/${geometry} -f /users-data/veal/megalib_data/...
0${run}/0${run}RunHimmel.tra -c ACDC.standard.mimrec.cfg --standard-analysis-...
spherical 511 ${angle} 0

done
## END OF FILE ##

B.4 Report Generation Code

This code in IDL language, takes the output from Mimrec and collates it into an auto-
matically generated simple report for printing or review.

BeginInt = 1
EndInt = 50
file_const = 17
for i=BeginInt, EndInt do begin

jstring = strcompress(STRING(i),/remove_all)
strdata=’ ’
texte=’ ’
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if i lt 100 then begin
openr, file_const, ’/users-data/veal/megalib_data/00’+jstring+’/...
00’+jstring+’RunHimmel.sim’

endif else begin
openr, file_const, ’/users-data/veal/megalib_data/0’+jstring+’/...
0’+jstring+’RunHimmel.sim’

endelse
while not eof(file_const) do begin

readf, file_const, texte
strcode=strmid(texte,0,2)
if (strcode eq ’TE’) then begin

strtime=strmid(texte,3)
endif
if (strcode eq ’TS’) then begin

strphotons=strmid(texte,3)
endif

endwhile
; Write results to new file

if i lt 100 then begin
openw, (file_const+1), ’/users-data/veal/megalib_data/00’+...
jstring+’/00’+jstring+’SimDataHimmel.txt’, /append
printf, (file_const+1),’Data 00’+jstring+’ ’,’TE ’+strtime,’ TS ’+strphotons

endif else begin
openw, (file_const+1), ’/users-data/veal/megalib_data/0’...
+jstring+’/0’+jstring+’SimDataHimmel.txt’, /append
printf, (file_const+1),’Data 0’+jstring+’ ’,’TE ’+strtime,’ TS ’+strphotons

endelse
close, (file_const+1)
close, file_const

endfor
end
; ## END OF FILE ##
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